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Since 1959, the people of Marathon Petroleum’s
refinery in Southwest Detroit have been proud
to be part of this community. Our employees
welcome the responsibility to be a good neighbor,
and we’re excited about what’s possible when we
can work together. Like a $2 million contribution
to the renovation of the Kemeny Center and the
recent sponsorship of a community celebration
there, with activities, games, food, and giveaways.
We volunteer our time and donate supplies to
students at local schools, and sponsor holiday
celebrations at Halloween, Thanksgiving and
Christmas, providing fun activities, food and gifts.
Across the city, Marathon Petroleum is one
of the largest contributors to the United Way

of Southeastern Michigan, and last year
our employees and the company together
contributed $243,000. We also donate the fuel
for the Salvation Army’s Bed and Bread truck,
which travels the city feeding those in need.
Just as important, we’re working to make
sure everyone feels safe in the neighborhood,
through collaboration with the city and state
to fund refurbished police vehicles and more
patrols. And we can all breathe easier knowing
that regulated emissions from our refinery, called
“criteria pollutants,” have been reduced by 80%
over the last 20 years, down to a level of just 3%
of the total in a highly industrialized area.

Over 6o years, we’ve learned that being a
good neighbor means being a good listener.
That’s why we meet regularly throughout
the year with our Citizens Advisory Panel,
a group of community members who give
us great ideas and let us know how we’re
doing. You can find out more about how
we stay connected to our neighbors with
timely information about our operations at a
dedicated website — www.detroitrefinery.com.
Six decades may seem like a long time to
live next door, but for all of us at Marathon
Petroleum, it’s just a start.

